Emily Penn

PackDivider Drysacks

Aquapac Outdoor Champion 2013.

“We sell your products in our
stores and they sell very well.”

© Emily Penn

© Dave Cornthwaite

© Dave Cornthwaite

Chris Parson, Jersey Cape Kayak Fishing, Cape May, NJ.

Emily is an expedition leader, skipper, artist and oceans advocate with extensive
experience in the Pacific and Atlantic Oceans. Connected with her role alongside
Pangaea Explorations and their 72ft (22m) sailing vessel Sea Dragon, she aims
to actively strengthen the health of marine life through exploration, conservation
and education work. And to inspire and develop a new generation of leaders in
conservation science, communication, education and policy leadership.

Dave Cornthwaite

“These new duffels are
the best. Hard-wearing,
super-light, and clever
little features like the
air valve. Wish they’d
been around for my
previous expeditions!!”

Aquapac Outdoor Champion 2012.

Dave Cornthwaite.

© Emily Penn

Dave is a man on a mission! He’s making twenty-five
1000-mile non-motorised journeys to raise £1m for
charity. He’s completed several already, including
skateboarding across Australia, riding a tandem
bicycle from Vancouver to Las Vegas, paddling the
length of the Mississippi on a stand-up paddleboard
(a Guinness World Record at 2404 miles), and
swimming1000 miles down the Lower Missouri.

© Emily Penn

Upano
Waterproof
Duffels

Armband Cases

Chris
Skone-Roberts

“No Aquapac
has failed in
seven years
of brutal use.”

	Craig Bergh,
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© LazyBlueSkies.com

© LazyBlueSkies.com

Midwest Speed Quest,
Minnesota, USA.
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Chris is a professional
watersports photographer.
He is also almost certainly
Aquapac’s number one fan.
He uses the SLR Camera
Case both above and below
the waterline. The windsurfer
photo opposite is one
of numerous great shots
he’s taken for us.
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© Mary Catterlin.

Ricky helps the charity Adventurers and Scientists for Conservation by collecting evidence
during his expeditions. His latest, to summit Denali via the West Buttress, was one of a long
line of research enhancing projects.

© LazyBlueSkies.com

Ricky
Munday

“We used the Small Whanganui
for my phone – it was great to
have this in a submersible case
because we were frequently
looking at our navigation apps
while out on the not always
calm water.”
Amy Lukas, Lake Michigan in a Dugout.

Lake Michigan
in a Dugout

© Kevin Naze

Whanganui Electronics Cases

An adventure that caught our imagination, catchily subtitled ‘Two Girls and a Tree Named Makeba’.
Mary Catterlin spent four years making a dugout canoe from a cottonwood tree. Then she and her
friend Amy Lukas set out to sail it close to 1200 miles around the perimeter of Lake Michigan.

George Savell, Cambridge University Danube Kayak Challenge.
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© Harry Winnington

“The cases kept our phones dry for 1940km of paddling, also resisting an
incredible amount of rough treatment from tired paddlers. The headphones
have fantastic sound quality. I would recommend these products to anyone
working or travelling in extreme environments.”

© George Savell

Cambridge University
Danube Kayak Challenge

MP3 Case +
Waterproof
Headphones

George and Sarah
paddled 1200 miles
down the Danube
from Vienna to the
Black Sea, with a
view to producing
a mini guidebook to
encourage sustainable
travel on the river.
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David H.
Johnston

SLR Camera Case
“Great product! I have been
using Aquapacs for years now.”

© David H. Johnston

© Lazyblueskies.com / Rider: Russell Farrington

© LazyBlueSkies.com

Jeffrey R Merrill, New York.

David is a sea kayak instructor from Ontario. He took this amazing paddling image through an
Aquapac SLR Camera Case and submitted it to a competition jointly sponsored by Sigma. Which it won.
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Sarah Outen

Wet & Dry Backpacks

“My Wet & Dry is my favourite
and I take it everywhere.”

Luke Short, SUP Memphis.

Sarah Outen.

© Dave Cornthwaite

“My Wet & Dry Backpack is by far the
best quality river bag I have ever had.”

© Sarah Outen

Aquapac Outdoor Champion 2011.

Sarah set out on April Fool’s Day 2011 to circumnavigate the globe under her own power. She kayaked and
bicycled her way to Japan. She then set out to row the Pacific Ocean single-handed. Caught in a massive storm
it very nearly ended in catastrophe, but she was rescued and now a year later she has a new boat and has set
off to try again (after which all she has to do is cycle across Canada and row home across the Atlantic!)
All for charity naturally.

Himalayan Research
Expedition

Stormproof
Phone Cases

“We had both the Noataks
and the Stormproof Phone
Cases. They stood up to
rough treatment, and at
altitude. Can’t fault them”

	Julian Wenman,
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© Julian Wenman

© Dave Willis

Himalayan Research Expedition.

A 40-strong team of volunteer mountaineers
from Yorkshire took part in a research
project into the effects of altitude
acclimatisation on physical performance.
They climbed Mera Peak (21,247ft / 6476m),
on the edge of the famed Khumbu region
of Nepal which Edmund Hillary explored
extensively before and after his first
ascent of Everest.

© Dave Willis

© Dave Willis

The Aquapac kit was superb.
When we were rescued we only
took with us the clothes we
were wearing, a satellite phone
and a laptop. The rest was lost
along with the boat, and it is
unlikely to be found.”
Mark Beaumont, Atlantic Odyssey Challenge.

Aquapacs are used by emergency services
all over the world. This is a mountain rescue
team based in Snowdonia, North Wales.
Staffed by 32 volunteers, they rely on
Aquapac phone cases to keep their
communications open in the mountains.

© Aberglaslyn MRT

Aberglaslyn Mountain
Rescue Team

VHF Radio Cases
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“Aquapac provided the team with
cases for our VHFs and our iPad.
This gear played a vital role by
ensuring the safety of
our electronics from the
‘elements’ of our journey.”

© David Lewis

Keirron Tastagh, Aleutians 2012.

© Adventurous Experiences Ltd.

Aleutians 2012

Kaituna
Map Case

Keirron and George from the Isle of Man set a new record
in sea kayaking, completing the furthest paddle west from
Dutch Harbor on Unalaska to Herbert Island – the last of
the ‘Islands of the Four Mountains’. A highly technical and
challenging trip, involving real risk in a remote location,
with maximum exposure to the elements.

Compact Camera Cases

“Yes they protect
against water
but also fantastically
against dust/sand.
Minute particles
can get everywhere
but not with
these cases.”
Tanya Burton,
Kenya Expedition.

© Ricky Munday

© Dave Willis

Ricky
Munday

Ricky is a 35-year-old adventurer with experience of organising, leading and completing expeditions
across four continents. When he’s not running across deserts or exploring remote mountain ranges
he works in humanitarian aid. His current expedition hopes to climb the three highest peaks in
South America, collecting scientific data along the way.

Sam McConnell.
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© Dave Willis

“From
salt& Rescue,
laden fogs
of the
Surreythe
Search
Aberglasyn
Mountain Rescue
and
many
other
SAR
teams
use
Aquapac
Skeleton Coast, to the fine dustsproducts to
safeguard equipment during life-saving searches.
of the Sahara – Lightweight
and easy to use, the Aquapac
range is the ideal for protecting
cameras, GPS, tablets and laptops
from these harsh environs.”

© Johan Ivarsson

Sam
McConnell

Stormproof Padded Drybag

Since 1996 Sam has led over a hundred teams in deserts
across Africa, from the Namib & Kalahari to the Sahara.
In 2002 he walked solo and unsupported across the Dune
Sea of the Namib Desert. In 2011 he led a team 500 km up
the Skeleton Coast to Angola, on foot and unsupported.
He has also traversed the Sinai Desert on two occasions
in summer with groups of disadvantaged young people.
Sam is currently working as Chief Leader on a series of
expeditions for the British Exploring Society as well as
running his own treks and Desert Leadership Courses.

Heart of
Borneo

Noatak Wet & Drybags
“Keeping things dry in the
rainforest is extremely hard
work. Aquapacs were vital for
everything from trekking with
gear, to hauling equipment
into the canopy.”

© James Harwood

© LazyBlueSkies.com

© Dave Willis

Martin Holland, Heart of Borneo Project.

A series of expeditions with a mission to protect the ecological
and cultural richness of the rainforests of Borneo.

Brazil 9000

Stormproof
Camera Pouches

Aaron Chervenak and Gareth
Jones are attempting to cross
Brazil from North to South.
By foot, paddle and pedal.

© Brazil 9000

Gareth Jones, Brazil 9000.

© Borderwalk

“The Aquapacs have
been fantastic. We
are particularly fond
of our digital SLR
case. We use it for
our Canon 5D and
it keeps it bone dry
and easy to access.”

A journey of around 5,500
miles that has never been
attempted before. Their vision
is to present an unprecedented
portrait of Brazil and the
Brazilians; visiting indigenous
territories, deforested ranch
lands, industrial ports, deserted
beaches, fishing villages,
pristine jungle and huge
metropolises.

Aaron Chervenak and Gareth Jones are attempting to cross Brazil from
North to South. By foot, paddle and pedal. A journey of 9000 km that has
never been attempted before. Their vision is to present an unprecedented
portrait of Brazil and the Brazilians; visiting indigenous territories,
deforested ranch lands, industrial ports, deserted beaches, fishing
villages, pristine jungle and huge metropolises.
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Keymaster and
Small Stormproof
Pouches

Will
Millard

“I can confirm that
Aquapac housings can
stand up to a
week of hammering
on an ungraded
white water rapid
and come out intact
the other side.”
	

Will Millard,
The Trans Papua Expedition.

© Will Millard

© Dave Willis

© Dave Willis

In the ultra-demanding solo
attempt to walk to both the
North and South poles,
Mark Wood pulls a sled with
all of his survival equipment
and food for the journeys.

Will Millard is a freelance journalist and expedition leader. Since 2007 he has been leading
expeditions in West Papua. In 2013 he received the Royal Geographical Society’s ‘Journey of a
Lifetime’ grant for his investigation into conservation practices and tribal communities on the
Sierra Leone/Liberia border, planned to be broadcast as a documentary by the BBC.

© Mark Wood

Aquapac was founded in 1983, since
when we have been honoured with
three separate Queen’s Awards.

www.facebook.com/aquapac

